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 They Mucked It Up—Now You're Gonna Pay 

When economists tell us it's all about energy, they get it right. But the difference be-
tween someone who is 50 years old saying that, or someone (like myself), in my late 
70's, is that we know it's all about energy—every morning and with everything we do.

On an exponential curve I gauge my energy depletion. I think I mentioned that after 
65 years of not going down on a motorcycle I quit, but bought another bike a month 
later, still hoping for more rides across the country on backroads. For that I credit my 
1st cup of coffee, crossing Siberia towards Europe, a decade ago. Now, I need 2 cups. 

Only recently noticing I'm a senior, I view the world as someone who has participat-
ed for a long while, and the comparison, across the board of life, is startling. Today, 
walking the dog across the college, 2 things came up for me: we went to good state 
colleges for $250 a semester, which might account for things at the local university 
where I suppose they pay a 'cover charge' of thirty-thousand dollars a year to be taught 
to hate themselves and their nation. A saving grace—most days the campus is empty.

The other tell is in the parking lot: when I went to school, most us had little wealth 
and the lot was full of cars that barely made it from home to school. Today, I didn't see 
many rag-tag vehicles. I'll take this as a good place to jump off into the economy.   

 In 1905, less than a decade before the Federal Reserve was signed into law, a 
'buck' bought a lot more than it does today. The average wage was 22 cents an hour, 
sugar, 4 cents a pound, eggs cost 14 cents a dozen, and coffee was 15 cents a pound.

So, what caused 'free range' eggs (all chickens were 'free range'), to rise 40X to $6 a 
dozen? Whatever the cause, Americans and Europeans now see price inflation as the 
norm, whereas with earlier 'sound money' (currency backed by gold and silver), price 
stability was the norm. Now, prices rise, year on year, dependably, as if part of a plan.

The 'narrative' says it's all relative—but is it?  Since the inception of the Federal Re-
serve, purchasing power of the dollar is down, close to 100%. For the things we buy, 
did prices increase, or is the dollar 'worth-less' in purchasing power? And did the rise in 
prices or decline in purchasing power of the dollar have anything to do with gold?

First let's deal with a 'bah humbug' reaction to price inflation and loss of sound mon-
ey. Humbuggers point out that $6 eggs translates to a minimum wage of less than $6. 
Now the minimum wage is $15 and the standard of living is better. But, is that true?

Staying with the eggs, something along the way made egg yolks just a shade of their 



former orangish-yellow selves. Was that corporate factory-farming, and how did that 
come to be? 100 years of politicized Federal Reserve control, pulling back from and 
then abandoning a gold standard in favor of credit/debt undercut any chance for eco-
nomic equilibrium, and along the way, traded quality of production for shareholder gain.

If you don't see how price inflation and myriad economic problems results from the 
abandonment/disparagement of 'sound money', that's because you've bought into a 
propaganda that gold is a 'useless relic' that 'never could and never can' underpin an 
economy. Along with arguments that there's not enough gold to 'support' markets. Even 
if there were, gold doesn't allow for credit flexibility that an economy needs to grow. 

Can gold reserves underpin a global economy? Of course they can—gold/silver re-
serves can be divided into infinite mathematical units as 'ballast' for a global economy. 
Even without enough metal to cover retail, a gold-backed currency would suffice.  

The price per gold ounce for a finite amount of gold to support a gold standard would 
have to rise dramatically. threatening an elite purpose': 'total control' over currency.  

As the economy stresses, US citizens (and others), are subjected to absurd control 
tactics—tactics that come with a backlash that likely threaten elite control. For exam-
ple, as a landlord. I'm ceasing to accept rent payments through PayPal, because they 
threatened me with $1200 fines, having judged my online views to be 'misinformation'.

With hubris, the elite continue to think they can get away with the absurd, while de-
stroying the economy and disallowing possibility for a fair playing-field—after the Fed 
has 'mucked' it more than it knows. Tom Luongo waxes strong about Jerome Powell 
executing a plan to sink the 'euro dollar', to our benefit. That's likely true—but so what? 
The Fed has already destroyed the economy—and 'it's all over but the shouting'. 

SOS (or is it SOB), Blinkin sees our alleged blowing-up of NS2 as a 'great opportuni-
ty'. For what? Sell energy to starving Europeans at 8X the cost? Is the US fomented 
Ukraine war 'another great opportunity' for erstwhile allies to starve or freeze to death?

Between what is going on along our Southern border, along with 'eulogizing' climate 
change ideology without any plan to get us from 'fossil fuels' to sustainable energy, it is 
now obvious the US Government/Fed are desperate—without any recognizable plan. 
And worse, it becomes obvious, our 'WEF controlled'  are complicit in our ruination.

Worse than that, having sold out to 'commie globalists', our 'overseers' dance while 
the nation burns. Desperation brings out latent evil, and because the powers that be 
are running out of maneuver room, any fixes from the elite are to be pernicious. Powell 
talks about the need for an 'efficient payment system'—that is just more 'bullshit'.
 What the Fed needs, to have any hope of avoiding economic catastrophe, is 'total 
control'—'all dressed up' as helpful, for those who don't know any better. Powell advo-
cates CBCD, but with cash—no way. Under feudalism there can be no crypto or cash.

Why total control? Because the only way out of the Feds/Fed, self-made horror 
show, is to sell Americans a palatable plan, one designed to steal their wealth. If the 
question were asked justly, it would be: Of 2 things, and we only get 1: Do we want 
personal liberty or an 'efficient payment system'? Take your system and shove it.

What is the plan to steal our personal wealth? CBDC—we get negative rates while 
the Fed uses our dollars to get positive gain. They convert to a new currency, taking a 
portion of our wealth in that conversion. Incremental slavery—hoping to go unnoticed.

It won't work—and there are good reasons why it will not. Let's take that up next.
You can get my articles by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thanks.   


